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 Lever Handle - Installation Instructions 

 

Antimicrobial Technology - Powered by SteriTouch 
This product contains silver phosphate glass, a biocidal product 
which controls the growth of micro-organisms on the product 
surface. This product does not contain nanomaterials.  

Locate the 2 small silver domes on the inside of  
firmly  on each dome with  the handle. Push down  

your thumb until you feel it pop ( see  AFTER   
picture) 

If you cannot close the cover fully, remove  
the   outer 2   rubber  insert s  ( red ) ,   then  
complete Step 2 and 3 again.  

Open the cover fully and position the  
cover below the handle, making sure that  
the shaft is centrally aligned. 

Carefully close the top cover, making sure all the  
clips engage with the bottom cover.  
NOTE     - If you  cannot close   the cover fully  go to  3 A 

Step 3A 
** O nly  perform if you cannot complete Step 3 ** Step  4 

A ttach the End Cap and a fix Door Sticker 
Step  5 
Replacing the  LEVER handle  after 6 months 

Hold the cover firmly together and push the [1] 
end cap onto the end of the cover. 

A [2] t tach door sticker onto the door so users 
can see it. Ideal position is above the handle. 

Step 2 
Position the cover 

Step 3 
Close the Cover 

2 

2 

Replace the  LEVER handle   when the  [1]   
indicator turns  red , by  [2]   removing   the end  
cap and  [3 ]   firmly pulling apart   the cover with  
your fingers. 

1 

Step  1 
Activate   x 2  indicators 

1 3 



 

Need Help? 
Please call 0114 354 0047, or e-mail sales@ihdryers.co.uk 

Disposal Instructions  
Purehold Lever Handles are made from ABS plastic and are capable of being 
recycled. Please check with your local facility or your collection team if they can 
recycle them at their facility. 
Warranty 
This product is designed to provide optimum hygiene benefits through a unique, SteriTouch 
antibacterial coating. This coating gradually wears over time and users are advised when to change the 
product once the visual indicator turns red. In normal use, Purehold guarantees that this product will 
remain free from defects in materials and workmanship for a period of 6 months from the date of 
installation. In very high traffic applications, it may be necessary to change the handle more frequently 
and this will become evident from a serious deterioration in the surface appearance (i.e. a lot of surface 
scratches). 


